This is the third paper in a four-part sequence that examines the nature of mantle layering using the multipleScS phases and internal reflections observed within the reverberative interval of $H-polarized seismograms. In this paper, migration techniques are applied to $c$ reverberations to image discontinuities in shear impedance beneath a tectonically diverse study area that includes the western Pacific, Japan, the Philippine Sea, and Australasia. Between the M and 410-km discontinuities (Bullen's region B), the analysis reveals four reflectors, designated H, G, L, and X. The H (Hales) reflector is a positive impedance increase occurring at an average depth of about 60 km with a mean reflection coefficient of about 3.5%. It can be seen on all profiles except those where its signature is overwhelmed by the G discontinuity and is best explained as the seismic expression of the spinel -> garnet facies boundary. The G (Gutenberg) reflector, marking the lid-to-low-velocity zone (LVZ) interface, is the only negative impedance contrast identified from $c$ reverberations anywhere in the mantle. It is obsented along most of the oceanic paths sampled in our study, where its depth generally correlates with Qs½s, but it is not found on any of the profiles from predominantly continental corridors, consistent with the notion that the LVZ is absent or only weakly expressed beneath the cratons. G occurs at a depth of -60 km beneath the we. stem Pacific, shallower than most estimates of thermal boundary layer (,plate) thickness; the data are consistent with a sharp drop in shear velocity owing to the breakdown of hydrous phases such as amphibole along a steeply rising portion of the geotherm within the thermal boundary layer. The G contrasts with the largest magnitude (up to 10%) occur on profiles for back arc regions, where upper mantle melting may be accentuated by volatiles fluxing from subducted oceanic lithosphere. None of the eight profiles having a G discontinuity show an L reflector, or Lehmann discontinuity, whereas most of the ones that lack G require an L of substantial magnitude (Ro(ZL) • 0.02). This positive impedance contrast is not a global feature but has a continental affinity within the study area, increasing from an average depth of about 210 km beneath the continental margin north of Australia to nearly 300 km near the center of the western Australian craton. As other investigators have noted, this discontinuity is not easily explained by plausible phase transitions or chemical changes. We propose that the L reflector represents a transition from an anisotropic mechanical boundary layer to an annealed, nearly isotropic asthenosphere within the continental tectosphere. The substantial differences between the reflectivity structures of continents and oceans documented in this study thus provide new evidence for the thick plate model of the continents. The X reflector is an enigmatic feature observed at a depth near 300 km on profiles sampling regions of active subduction. Like L, this impedance increase has been observed in refraction studies but is not readily explained by standard mantle models. Based on its limited geographic occurrence, we speculatively ascribe the X discontinuity to hydration reactions occurring in parts of the mantle that have been volatile charged by subducting lithosphere. Overall, our results indicate an upper mantle where impedance layering varies substantially over a broad spectrum of scale lengths, but correlates with surface geology and plate structure down to at least 250 km (the L discontinuity), and perhaps to depths as great as 350 km (the X discontinuity). The lateral variability observed in region B reflectivity structure appears to be governed primarily by the thermal and chemical gradients related to continental deep structure and subduction. The large magnitude of this variability explains why no consistent view of upper mantle structure has developed from global data sets, which tend to average out the region B features observed by Sc$ reverberations.
INTRODUCTION
Lateral heterogeneity and anisotropy, continental keels and chemical stratification, metasomatism and partial melting, phase boundaries and disassociations, hydration and dehydration, conduction and convection, slabs and plumes, etc. The jargon used by those whose bailiwick is the upper mantle is a long and motley list of complex phenomena characterizing the dynamics and chemical differentiation of the Ear•.'s outer shell. A bewildering variety of geochemical and geophysical field observations, as well as a plenitude of laboratory data on candidate compositions, confront those seeking to formulate a unified theory for the structure and evolution of the upper mantle. Not surprisingly, mutually exclusive proposals for such a theory are still being actively debated. The remote-sensing methods of seismology are particularly crucial to any synthesis, because they provide the best data on the physical state of the present-day upper mantle. A principal conclusion of seismology is that the mantle is layered into distinct regions separated by relatively sharp discontinuities. Although tomographic techniques are being applied to construct images of the volumetric heterogeneity within the various regions, less progress has been made in mapping the layer interfaces. Some of the boundaries mark mineralogical phase transitions, some may be compositional, whereas others may involve more subtle effects, such as changes in the degree and orientation of crystal anisotropy. A more complete understanding of these interface properties would surely reduce the multiplicity of acceptable upper mantle models.
ScS Reverberations
A new source of precise information about the structure and lateral variation of mantle layering is the elegant set of reflections from internal mantle discontinuities found on SH-polarized seismograms in the intervals between the ScSiphases [Revenaugh and Jordan, 1987 ; hereafter referred to as RJ87]. To exploit this information, we have developed techniques for L discontinuity is an impedance increase observed at an average depth near 220 km [Lehmann, 1959 [Lehmann, , 1961 ; Anderson [1979a] , who attached Lehmann's name to it, provides a good review. It forms the base of the LVZ in some models, including Dziewonski and Anderson's [1981] PREM, and is considered by a number of authors [e.g., Anderson, 1979a; Drummond et al., 1982 ] to be a global feature. As we shall see, the data presented here suggest that the L discontinuity has primarily a continental provenance, and we prefer an explanation involving the transition from an anisotropic lithosphere to a more ductile, annealed asthenosphere.
Some data imply the existence of other region B discontinuities. For example, high-resolution refraction profiles recorded in Australia from intermediate-and deep-focus events indicate the presence of an impedance increase at a depth near 320 km, in addition to the shallower H and L discontinuities [Hales et al., 1980] . Like the L discontinuity, this feature is enigmatic, and its explanation in terms of standard upper mantle mineralogies does not appear to be straightforward. When observed in our profiles, we shall refer to it as the X discontinuity.
The plausibility of velocity models as complex as those proposed by Hales et al. [1980] and Leven [1985] has been called into question because their derivation is based on a onedimensional analysis that does not account for the potential complications in wave fields propagating through laterally heterogeneous structures . As Kenherr has emphasized (see also Fuchs and Schultz [1976] ), lateral variations that are essentially randomly distributed may describe the upper mantle variability seen on refraction profiles as well as, or better than, any fixed set of radial discontinuities. In this respect, ScS reverberations have a distinct advantage over seismic phases with upper mantle turning points, since the path-averaged reflectivity profiles obtained by stacking them are unlikely to display peaks unless the energy on the seismogram comes from a reflector that is coherent over a significant fraction of the path length. This does not rule out the possibility of laterally discontinuous or segmented horizons, and as we shall see, the apparent coexistence of certain region B reflectors along a single seismic corridor does not confirm their coexistence at depth.
MODELING METHODOLOGY
The computational tools for exploiting the favorable attributes of ScS reverberations to image the (nearly) radial shear impedance contrasts of the mantle were developed in RJ89 and are summarized in ML1 and ML2. Here we will restrict our discussion of the methodology to a brief review of the nomenclature and notation employed throughout the remainder of the text.
Waveform Inversion and Stripping of Zeroth-Order Reverberations
The retrieval of mantle structure from the reverberative interval of the seismogram is broken into a sequence of operations. The first models the zeroth-order reverberation phases, ScS, and sScS,, for 2 < n < 4 (or 5 at short epicentral distances) using a linearized, iterative waveform inversion scheme. This operation estimates corrections to source depth, origin time, and focal mechanism on an event-by-event basis, and whole mantle travel time •:scs, quality factor Qscs, and crustal structure on a corridor-by-corridor basis. The crust, which contributes first-and higher-order reverberations that distort the zeroth- dence for mantle discontinuities are almost always less than 10%, the first-order Born approximation described by (1) is adequate to pose the inverse problem for the mantle reflectivity profile Ro(z ). We define g(z) to be the Set of seismograms comprising the first-order reverberations generated by a unit discontinuity at depth z. By the Born. approximation, this discontinuity response function (DRF) is the integral kernel that relates Ro(z) to the scattered wave field through the model equa- 
where n is additive, colored noise and z c is the core-mantle boundary (CMB) depth. Although the DRFs can be generated from a reference Earth model by any appropriate partial wave field method, we have found that the simplest ray theoretic approximation, geometrical optics, is sufficiently accurate for this purpose (RJ87 and ML2). The reference model employed in our calculations is the PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] modified to satisfy the corridor-averaged values of iscs and Qs,s determined by waveform inversion. To estimate the reflectivity profile, we compute the "migration" solution to (2), given by matched filtering the reverberative interval using the synthetic seismograms contained in g' 0(z) = g(z) a' When using reverberation data to in, vestigate the uppermost mantle, however, the ambiguity problem is obviously more significant, because discontinuities observed in region D" [e.g., Lay and Helmberger, 1983] could introduce spurious features in the upper mantle reflectivity profiles. To discriminate t•ue Region B discontinuities from region D" artifacts, we rely on corroborations with other types of seismological data, and we appeal to correlations between the reflectivity results and other structural indicators, particularly surface tectonics.
Fitting Reflectivity Profiles with Simple Layer Models
Once the reflectivity profile is estimated by migrating and stacking the reverberation data, the next step is to fit it with a simple structure parameterized by the apparent depths and reflection coefficients of a small set of discrete discontinuities.
The discontinuity parameters are initially estimated by measuring the locations and amplitudes of peaks in the reflectivity profile.' A set of synthetic seismograms replicating the actual data are computed by imposing these discontinuities on the corridor-specific reference model (modified PREM) used to generate the DRFs. Unlike the DRFs, however, these synthetics include reverberations complete to second order, as well as selected, large-amplitude third-order reverberations. They are then processed by the same algorithm applied to the data, and the resulting synthetic-derived profile is compared with the data-derived profile. Modifications to the layer parameters are made, and the complete process is iterated until the model-data comparison is deemed satisfactory.
This modeling procedure accounts more or less exactly for three of the nonidealities that cause the estimated reflectivity function Ro(z ) to differ from the actual profile: inadequacies of the first-order Born approximation, distortions of reflectivity peaks by finite bandwidth effects and mirror plane artifacts. Because we can accurately simulate the full spectrum of design biases,. the agreement of the model with the data is an objective measure of its plausibility. How we choose to evaluate this fit is a subjective matter, however, since it requires criteria for distinguishing small, band-limited signals from band-limited noise. We discuss this question more fully in the next section.
Corrections Applied to Apparent Depths and Impedances
As in any other study based on near-vertical reflection data, the relationship between time and depth (equation (5)) must be determined from a reference velocity structure. Hence the discontinuity locations derived by the modeling procedures described above are only apparent depths conditional on the validity of this reference structure. In contrast with reflection work on the highly variable near-surface layers, where knowledge of the velocities is often poor, a global-scale study like this one can take advantage of good spherical reference models such as PREM, which are capable of predicting the vertical travel times to any deep interface to within a few percent or less. This is probably adequate for the kind of reconnaissance survey of upper mantle structure presented here. On the other hand, we now know enough about the large-scale components of aspherical heterogeneity to begin to correct for the bias they introduce into the apparent depths.
The correction procedure is discussed in ML2, where we employ it in an attempt to image the subtle topography of the ma- Mantle-wide heterogeneity and undulations of the reflecting horizon will induce splitting between the individual analogs which add to form a first-or higher-order dynamic reverberation family. For the range of spectral parameters appropriate to this study, the splitting of individual analogs is unlikely to be resolvable, resulting instead in a broadened reflectivity peak of reduced peak amplitude (see Figure 7 of ML2). Because the broadening is not so great as to be diagnostic, detection of splitting relies on the roll-off of apparent impedance derived from narrow-band reflectivity estimates, something which can only be made for the highest SNR features, such as the 660-km discontinuity. Short of an estimate of splitting, and in light of the potential for a horizon to be nonexistent along significant portions of a seismic corridor, the estimates of apparent impedance contrasts and reflection coefficients made in this paper must be treated as probable lower bounds. The maximum extent of peak amplitude reduction expected from reverberation splitting, computed assuming reasonable bounds on whole mantle velocity heterogeneity (see ML1) and reflector topography, is of order 40%, i.e., the true path-average Ro(z ) is not expected to exceed our estimate by more than 40%. For more realistic estimates of heterogeneity: a 2.0-s standard deviation in •:ScS (ML1) and 10-km standard deviation in the height distribution of the reflector, the splitting of reverberations from upper mantle discontinuities results in less than 25% reduction of apparent Ro(z ). The apparent peak reflectivity of a laterally discontinuous horizon cannot be simply computed, depending as it does as the exact distribution of raypaths, reflector, velocity and spectral parameters of data. One can arrive at a crude estimate, however, by scaling local Ro(z) by the path fraction occupied by the horizon. This highlights a fundamental limitation of the current processing and modeling schemes, namely the assumption of purely radial structure along each of the individual seismic corridors. Work is underway to include the additional data functionals that are a prerequisite to relaxing this assumption.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The complete data set employed in this study comprises 203 recordings of 130 earthquakes at eight digital stations, organized into 18 seismic corridors (Figure 1) . The details of the data selection and processing can be found in ML1. The appendix to this paper displays a compendium of the reflectivity profiles derived from the migration and stacking of the ScS reverberation data. On these plots we also show the reflectivity profiles synthesized from two sets of models constructed to fit the observed profiles, simple structures labeled "parsimonious" and more complicated "preferred" models. The philosophy adopted in deriving the models is illustrated with specific examples in the next section. Table A1 of the appendix lists the times and reflection coefficients of the discontinuities from the preferred models; these times have been corrected for bathymetry and crustal thickness variations, but not for volumetric heterogeneity. Table 1 presents the reflector depths cotrected for mantle heterogeneity according to the procedures described in the previous section. These depths are also listed in parentheses next to the corridor numbers in Figure 1 .
INTERPRETATION OF REFLECTIVITY PROFILES
Matching the observed reflectivity profiles to a set of discrete reflectors is a multistage, highly nonlinear "interpretive filter," requiring the subjective differentiation of interesting signals from unwanted noise. Models are therefore cast in two stages. The first attempts a parsimonious explanation of the data's more prominent reflectivity peaks; it fits a model having the least number of discontinuities to only those features that are formally significant at or near the 95% confidence levels, as indicated by the shaded bands on the reflectivity plots. This is done on a corridor-by-corridor basis using our general knowledge of mantle structure as a guide to resolve the mirror plane ambiguity but without specific reference to other profiles in the same geographic region. In the second stage, the parsimonious profile is subtracted from the data profile, and the residual is fit by introducing additional reflectors, yielding a preferred model with as many as seven discontinuities. Criteria for inclusion of a discontinuity at this stage include consistency with nearby corridors. Since some of these features have rather small amplitudes, we recognize that even the less querulous readers may balk at aspects of our interpretation. Our rationale is best illustrated by discussing some specific examples and comparisons with other studies. to the data profile. Although the model values (z i, Ro(O) are chosen to satisfy the location and amplitude of the largest reflectivity peaks, the the synthetic profile is similar to the data throughout the mantle. This is not unexpected since a sizeable portion of the "background noise" is generated either by the sidelobes of the autocorrelation function C aa, or by spurious cross correlations of first-order DRF pulses with depth phase conjugates and higher-order reverberations on the data seismograms. Although the ability of stacking to eliminate them in the data profile is compromised by finite bandwidth, hypocentral clUStering, and the finite number of records available for a given corridor, all such artifacts are included in the model profile as well. In theory, therefore, the only differences between the model and data profiles should be those due to unmodeled structure and ambient noise. Figure 10) ; this multicorridor "residual reflectivity" shows two small, but statistically significant, peaks at average depths near 520 and 710 km. (As in ML2, we use average depths rounded to the nearest 10 km, as generic designators of transition zone discontinuities; e.g., the "520-km" discontinuity.)
The 303-km feature in Figure 2 , which we call the X discontinuity, is not evident in the residual reflectivity, but it has been seen in previous regional studies [Simpson et al., 1971 ; Hales et al., 1980; Leven, 1985] , and analogous features are indicated on at least six other individual profiles included in this report. The profiles for C2, C4 and C17 are compared with the C1 results on an expanded scale in Figure 3 . In each case, a synthetic generated from a model containing the H, L and X discontinuities as region B features can explain the data very well. To obtain best fits, the depths and amplitudes of these impedance increases must be varied, but only within restricted ranges. Among the four models, for example, the maximum difference in the depth of any one of these discontinuities is only about 40 km. This commonality contrasts with the markedly different structures obtained for corridors sampling other tectonic regLmes (see below), which is the primary reason we chose to model X as an upper mantle rather than a lower mantle feature. Furthermore, the lower mantle interpretation would require a negative impedance contrast about 500 km above the CMB. Although Haddon and Buchbinder [ 1986] 
Corroboration From High-Resolution Refraction Studies
Ideally, we would like to check the fine structure in the preferred models against reflectivity profiles obtained independently by other methods. This is difficult, because most data sets, such as low-frequency surface waves or even high-frequency refraction profiles from limited sets of surface focus sources, do not resolve the detailed layering that can be imaged To obtain a more direct comparison with the reflectivity data, we appended the model-8 vs structure from Figure 4 to the parameterized Earth model (PEM) lower mantle [Dziewonski et al., 1975] with minor smoothing to join the two velocities profiles at a depth of 1000 km and converted this structure to a reflectivity model, using the Birch law scaling between v, and p given above. We then generated from this model synthetic seismograms for the C4 data set and applied our standard migration and stacking to obtain a synthetic reflectivity profile. This model 8 reflectivity profile is compared with the data and preferred model for C4 in Figure 5 . The overall agreement is not bad, although some discrepancies are obvious. For example, the reflectivity peak generated by the model 8 representation of the 660-km discontinuity is too shallow and too small in amplitude, the H discontinuity appears to be too deep, and the impedance contrasts across both the L and X discontinuities appear to be too large. Not surprisingly, our preferred structure gives a significantly better fit, which is an indication that small structural differences of the sort illustrated in Figure 4 can be resolved by the analysis of ScS reverberations.
Our conclusion that the model 8 contrast for the X discontinuity should be reduced is in agreement with Leven's [1985] reanalysis of the Hales et al. [1980] data set using synthetic seismograms. Leven also concluded that the LVZ formed above the X discontinuity by the slope break at 235 km should have a sharper upper boundary. Putting a first-order discontinuity at about this depth could potentially account for the extra loop in the reflectivity profile between the L and X discontinuities that is not explained by either model in Figure A4 . However, the data for C4 are of middling quality (e.g., note the high profile variance in Figure A4 relative to A1), and this extra loop may be an artifact with no structural significance. Because it is not evident in the other reflectivity profiles compared in Figure 3 , we chose not to introduce an additional complication to match what appears to be a singular feature.
GEOGRAPHIC AND TECTONIC CORRELATIONS AMONG REFLECTOR ENSEMBLES
Having illustrated our subjective approach to profile modeling using the examples in Figure 3 , we turn now to a systematic presentation of the results. In the transition zone, the preferred models contain discontinuities near 410, 520, and 660 km for all but a few corridors (Table 1 ; see also ML2). At shallower depths, however, both the need for, and location of, additional horizons in the preferred models varies considerably, and it is the regularities which appear when paths are grouped according to their geography and/or sampling of analogous surface tectonic features that supports their inclusion. We are particularly interested in documenting these kinds of correlations, because they provide insights critical to the interpretation of upper mantle structure attempted in the next section. to represent the disturbances of upper mantle structure by subducting slabs and other interior processes. As we shall see, the structural differences within category Q are among the most in-[eresting observed in our study.
We present the profiles in two groupings, based on whether or not they exhibit a detectable impedance decrease in the upper hundred kilometers, the G discontinuity, which marks what we interpret to be the top of an oceanic LVZ [RJ89]. 
Profiles Lacking a G Discontinuity
These include the four profiles of Figure 3 , discussed previously. Three of them are from corridors crossing accretionary zones and continental margins (C1, C2, and C4), and one (C17) samples the southern part of the Philippine plate. In terms of the GTR1 regionalization, their path fractions are split between categories B and Q, with only C1 having any appreciable sampling of continental platform (P). Regions of oceanic lithosphere and active orogenesis are usually associated with a well-defined LVZ [Knopoff, 1972] , but if one exists along these corridors, then either its contrast with a higher-velocity lid is too weak and/or spread out to generate significant ScS reverberations, or the depth to the Iid-LVZ interface is so laterally variable that the reverberations do not stack coherently. All of the profiles in The preferred models for C3 and C 11 feature only one reflector in region B, an H discontinuity at apparent depths of 89 and 64 km, respectively. H is particularly strong on C 1 l, yielding a reflection coefficient of 6.8%. The L discontinuity is apparently absent; which is peculiar because they overlap strohgly with C2, C4, C12, and C13, where L is well expressed. Both C3 and C11 do show some small disturbances below the fitst sidelobe of the H peak which could be the signature of an L discontinuity having a large topographic variation. This explanation is plausible for Cll, which differs from C13 by traversing the subduction zones and marginal basins between the Philippines and Sunda arcs, where the structure appears to be quite different than south of Sunda (cf. C16). Moreover, this difference is on its near-source side, which is preferentially sampled because of the asymmetric distribution of sScS n ray paths from deep-focus events. It is less satisfactory for C3, however, whose primary difference from the others is its more easterly azimuth. None of the profiles in Figure 6 indicate any significant X discontinuities, distinguishing them from those of Figure 3 .
The final two profiles lacking a G discontinuity are C6, covering an area bordered by the Philippine, Timor-Java, and Marianas trenches, and C10, sampling the Japanese Islands and environs (Figure 7) . Their paths are a mixture of categories B and Q, but they are deficient in their sampling of continental margins relative to those of Figure 3 . Both are well modeled by a small impedance increase near 60 km depth and require no other reflectors shallower than the transition zone. The apparent absence of a G discontinuity beneath these areas is interesting, because one is evident on corridors proximate to them (C7, C9, and C18; see below). It is possible that the depth to G along these paths is highly variable, and the reverberations associated with this feature do not stack coherently. The C10 structure is similar to that found for the upper mantle beneath northeastern Japan by Shiono et al. [1980] . Sacks and Snoke For C5, C9, C14, and C18, the width of the negative reflectivity peak associated with the G discontinuity is narrower in the data than in the parsimonious profiles, opposite to the bias observed for most other major discontinuities, where the reflectivity signatures are typically a bit wider in the data owing to the splitting of first-order reverberations by along-path mantle heterogeneity and discontinuity topography (ML2). This discrepancy has been reduced in the preferred models by including an H discontinuity with a small, positive impedance contrast at an apparent depth of 43-54 km. For C8, where the depth expected for H coincides with the observed depth of G, an H horizon has not been included in the preferred model, consistent with the modeling philosophy articulated in the previous section. By not doing so, the depth and magnitude inferred for G may be biased, however.
For C5 and C18, the ensemble of upper mantle reflectors is also augmented by a small impedance increase (R 0 = 0.01) just above 300 km, which we interpret to be the X discontinuity observed at somewhat greater depth on the profiles of Figure 3 . Among the corridors included in Figure 8 , these two have the largest percentages of path through regions of active subduction, which seems to correlate with the presence of the X horizon. That it is observed in conjunction with the L discontinuity along the corridors in Figure 3 does not connote their coexistence anywhere along the minor-arc path, and the two features are free to occur together, separately, or not at all within the various tectonic provinces encountered.
We also note that C5 has a second negative reflectivity peak at a depth of about 200 km, i.e., N100 km below the main G horizon, that is poorly explained by the preferred model (cf. Figure A5) Besides C18, three other corridors sample the concave side of island arcs along paths trending subparallel to the strike of the subducting slab: C7 (Izu-Bonin to GUMO), C15 (TongaFiji to SNZO), and C16 (Philippines to TATO). Their reflectivity profiles are presented in Figure 9 . Like C18, all three display substantial G discontinuities in their reflectivity profiles, consistent with the extremely low velocities and high attenuation factors characteristic of active back arc regions [Oliver and Isacks, 1967; Suyehiro and Sacks, 1979] . In fact, the magnitude of the G reflection coefficient for the C15 profile, 10.3%, exceeds that of any other reflector observed in this study, including the 660-km discontinuity, whose value of R0 is never greater than about 8% (ML2). Abrupt density decreases of significant size are not expected to exist across the G discontinuity, since the only plausible mechanism for reducing density at this interface is substantial partial melting, which cannot stably reside within large volumes of the uppermost mantle [Walker et al., 1978; McKenzie, 1984] . Hence large reflection coefficients for G imply shear velocity contrasts exceeding 15%, perhaps due to small amounts of melt.
The SNRs of the C7 and C16 profiles were so low that we did not attempt to derive structures more complicated than the parsimonious models of Figures A7 and A16 . In the case of C7, the data profile does not even show a significant reflectivity peak associated with the ubiquitous 410-km discontinuity. It is difficult to assess whether this indicates the actual disruption of the horizontal reflector by slab-induced thermal perturbations of the olivine-spinel phase transition, or just interference from reverberations incoherently scattered from slabs and other laterally variable structures. In any case, not much can be inferred from the lack of other significant reflectors in the models derived from these two profiles. The profile for C15 has a better SNR, however, and it displays a more complicated upper mantle and transition zone. Apart from the extremely bright G reflector, there is convincing evidence for an X discontinuity at an apparent depth of 318 km having an apparent reflection coefficient of about 2%.
INTERPRETATION OF REGION B DISCONTINUITY STRUCTURE
While the study area is obviously complex and laterally variable, the region B data presented in the, previous section have been reasonably well satisfied by corridor-averaged structures assembled from a small, common set of modeling artirices, the H, G, L, and X discontinuities. In this section, we draw from the constraints on their properties, geographic occurrences, and tectonic affinities gleaned from the corridor-specific models, together with those provided by other regional studies, in an attempt to evaluate various hypotheses for the mineralogical origins of these features.
The H (Hales) Discontinuity
Apart from the ubiquitous Moho (ML1) and transition zone discontinuities (ML2), the most pervasive reflector documented by our data is the impedance increase we have designated the H discontinuity, occurring at an mean apparent depth of about 60 km. It seen clearly observed on all profiles lacking a G discontinuity (Figures 3, 6, and 7) , and it can be detected on those that Figure   10 ).
(A+B+C), orogenic and transitional zones (Q), and stable continent (P+S). Although this regionalization is able to account for most of the variance in •s½s and Qs½s (see ML1, Figures 8 and 10), it explains essentially none of the variance in z•t(
An alternative hypothesis attributes the observed increase in compressional wave speed to a corresponding increase in the intensity of preferred orientation in olivine [Hirn et al., 1975; Forsyth, 1977; Fuchs, 1983] . Given that olivine constitutes some 50-70% of the upper mantle by volume and is highly anisotropic, this mechanism is capable of explaining the magnitude of observed jumps in v•, without necessitating implausibly high degrees of crystal alignment. The 7% increase in shear impedance imposed by the ScS reverberation data are not so easily satisfied, however, and a model invoking anisotropy fails on several counts: (1) Although dependent on the form of anisotropy, the quasi-SH reflection generated at the interface of a weakly anisotropic layer will not be greater than the reflection coefficient for an equivalent isotropic variation in velocity. If we naively assume that the steps in quasi-SH and P velocities across the discontinuity are commensurate, prior estimates placing 6vv/v•, in the range of 3-4% then require 6p/p of about 3%, and one must appeal to some sort of chemical layering to explain this density increase. Forsyth [1977] suggests that the discontinuity delimits the basalt depletion line associated with the extraction of oceanic crest from mantle peridotitc. While this could account some of the required density increase (1-2%), the gain is offset by the lower shear velocity of undepleted peridotitc [Jordan, 1979] . Chemical assays of gametlherzolite xenoliths suggest, furthermore, that subcontinental mantle is depleted in basaltic constituents to depths significantly in excess of 90 km [e.g., Boyd, 1973; Jordan, 1979] . Of course one could imagine scenarios where the scaling of percent quasi-SH to P velocity contrast is sufficiently in excess of unity to eliminate the need for a density increase, rendering this a less restrictive observation. (2) Unless the anisotropy closely approaches transverse isotropy, a form at odds with observations of shallow azimuthal anisotropy in the oceans, we would expect large variations in RO(XH) with azimuth. Ro(ZH) does vary of the order of 40% (comparable to its estimated uncertainty), but it is everywhere positive and exhibits no obvious azimuthal dependence, either amongst crossing corridors, or across the entire 18-corridor suite. (3) The lack of a tectonic correlation in the sightings (Figure 1 ) and apparent depths (Figure 10 ) argues against an anisotropic horizon, which would likely be sensitive to plate structure and tectonic history. We conclude that while anisotropy may augment its reflectivity [Fuchs, 1983] , the H discontinuity is best described as the spinel --> garnet facies boundary characterized by a small effective Clapeyron slope.
The G (Gutenberg) Discontinuity
Eight of the 18 seismic corridors display a shear impedance decrease in the uppermost 50-100 km of the mantle, which we call the G discontinuity and identify as the lid-LVZ boundary. The SH reflection coefficient for these paths has an average value of-0.045. The largest contrasts are observed for the three profiles of Figure 9 Some of the most interesting aspects of our observations concern the geographic distribution of the L discontinuity. This feature is not seen on 12 of the 18 reflectivity profiles surveyed in this study (Table 1) Loosely interpreted, our data imply that the L discontinuity migrates to greater depth in the colder, more stagnant regions of the continental upper mantle and is absent, or weakly expressed, in the hot, convecting oceanic upper mantle. We consider, therefore, explanations of this feature in terms of the system of boundary layers that constitute the continental plate, or tectosphere [Jordan, 1975] . According to the model proposed by Jordan [1978, 1988] , the thick thermal boundary layer beneath the cratons is stabilized against convective disruption by a chemical boundary layer depleted in basaltic constituents, consistent with the data on upper mantle composition inferred from kimberlite xenoliths [Boyd and Nixon, 1975; Nixon, 1987] . There is some evidence that such compositional gradients may be concentrated near a depth of 200 km, where geotherms constructed from xenolith suites show sharp kinks [Boyd, 1976; Boyd and Gurney, 1986] . Compositional gradients from depleted to fertile peridotitc or, in the extreme, from harzburgite to eclogite [e.g., Anderson, 1979b] , are unlikely to explain the L discontinuity, however, because the shear velocities for these various mantle compositions are not sufficiently different to account for the inferred contrast. In fact, an increase in iron-rich basaltic constituents tends to lower the shear velocities [Jordan, 1979] .
We believe that an explanation for this interface is likely to involve a transition in the anisotropic nature of the upper mantle at the base of the continental mechanical boundary layer. The hypothesis that the L discontinuity is associated with aeoleotropic heterogeneity is not new. Among the mechanisms for generating radial anisotropy for long-period waves, the two most likely to be involved in upper mantle structure are the preferential alignment of olivine crystals [Christensen, 1984] and microlayering, i.e., velocity heterogeneities having long horizontal wavelengths but vertical wavelengths that are short compared to the Sc$ wavelength [Backus, 1962] . Gee and Jordan [1988] showed that mlcrolayering in the upper 200 lcm of the continental upper mantle can explain the surface wave dispersion and shear wave splitting data but that the magnitude of the required velocity fluctuations (-14%) is too large to be consistent with plausible variations in upper mantle composition. They concluded that olivine alignment contributes substantially to the radial anisotropy beneath the continents, in accordance with models put forward by a number of previous workers [e.g., Fuchs, 1983; Ldv•que and Cara, 1983]. Olivine alignment is also needed to account for the azimuthal anisotropy in the directional dependence o[ Pn wavespeeds [Fuchs, 1983] and $K$ splitting [Silver and Chan, 1988] . Azimuthal components to mantle anisotropy above the L discontinuity could potentially explain a puzzling discrepancy: the strong manifestation of L on C12 and C13 but its absence from C3, which overlaps but trends nearly perpendicular to the other two. Note that it was the lack of similar observation regarding the H discontinuity that led us to dismiss a purely anisotropic origin.
Anisotropy can produce an L discontinuity capable of reflecting long-period shear waves only if the transition to approximate isotropy is relatively sharp, concentrated in a depth interval of 15-25 km or less. We speculate that this transition occurs at a critical temperature (around 1200øC) for the annealing of aligned textures in peridotites. Such a temperature might mark the effective lower limit of the continental mechanical boundary layer (MBL), or lithosphere, below which the deviatoric stresses at a given (small) strain rate are less than some specified (small) value. As discussed by Jordan [1988] , this MBL does not necessarily correspond to the thermal boundary layer (TBL) defining the tectosphere, which probably extends to depths exceeding 300 km beneath the Arcbean cratons. If so, the L discontinuity would be a horizon internal to the continental plate.
The idea that L defines the base of the MBL is consistent with the modes of transport deduced for kimberlitic magmas. Although origination depths below 300 km are inferred for certain rare nodules with unusual exsolution textures and garnet chemistries [Haggerry and Sautter, 1990], the xenoliths commonly found in kimberlites show equilibration depths that are generally less than 200 km [Finnerty and Boyd, 1987] . At about this depth the kimberlite magma begins its rapid ascent (required to preserve diamonds), probably in an upward propagating crack within the strong MBL. Below this depth, the transport is presumably diapiric [Green and Gueguen, 1974] , with the source below the base of the tectosphere, perhaps even below the 410-km discontinuity [Haggerry and Sautter, 1990].
The depth of the transition from diapir to crack is similar to the depth to the L discontinuity, consistent with the notion that they both occur near the base of the MBL.
One difficulty with our proposal is that it does not readily explain the data for C2 and C17, two paths showing a strong L reflector which sample only a small percentage of true continental upper mantle. In fact, for our hypothesis to be consistent with the data set as a whole, an anisotropic MBL of considerable thickness (>200 km) must underlie the protocontinental island arc assemblages and marginal basins north of Australia. It is interesting to note that this region includes the island of Malaita, the only known locality outside the continents where ultramafic magmas (in this case, alntites) have brought deep-seated (>100 km) xenoliths to the surface [Nixon and Neal, 1987] .
The X Discontinuity
Seven of the seismic corridors include a small impedance increase in the depth range of 275-345 km, designated the X discontinuity, with a mean depth and apparent reflection coefficient of Zx = 312 q-22 km and R0(zx) = 0.019 q-0.008. The evidence for this reflector on the observed profiles is typically a parasitic peak, or loop, superposed on the shallow sidelobe of the 410-km discontinuity. Though its small amplitude taxes the resolution obtainable for a single corridor, it satisfies the criteria we have erected for inclusion of region B features and is well modeled in the preferred synthetics. Like L, the X discontinuity does not appear to be explained by conventional petrologies, either in terms of known transitions among standard phases or plausible variations in bulk chemistry. The involvement of anisotropy is possible, but the sightings of X overlap with those of L on occasion, suggesting the two reflectors may at times coexist, and the ability of anisotropic mechanisms to explain two abrupt impedance increases over a depth interval of ~100 km seems unlikely. The possibility that the reflector marks the impedance increase at the base of the LVZ is also less than satisfactory, since four of the seven paths with X do not show G, and five of the eight paths with G do not show X.
The distribution of corridors having an X discontinuity correlates with regions of old plate subduction (Figure 1) . In fact, X appears on all but two of the corridors with extensive path lengths on the concave side of subduction zones, the exceptions being paths associated with particularly poor SNRs (C7 and C16). One explanation that could account for this affiliation is the elevation of the 410-km discontinuity within the cold subducting slabs, consistent with the notion that this reflector is an exothermic phase change. Such a model seems to be ruled out, however, because the elevated reflector would be too narrow and too undulated to stack coherently. Conversely, subduction cooling of the surrounding mantle would be insufficient to raise the 410-1cm discontinuity into the depth range occupied by X.
Given the apparent lack of other explanations that can account for our observations, we speculate that the X discontinuity may be related to phase reactions in a mantle hydrated to an The X reflector is an enigmatic feature observed at a depth near 300 krn on profiles sampling regions of active subduction. Like L, this impedance increase has been observed in refraction studies but is not readily explained by standard mantle models. Based on its limited geographic occurrence, we speculatively ascribe the X discontinuity to hydrat!on reactions, i.e., the incorporation of free water into phases A or B, or into other high-density, hydrous magnesium silicates, occurring in parts of the mantle that have been volatile charged by subducting lithosphere.
Synthesizing these results with those obtained in ML1 and ML2 (Figure 13 ), we envisage an upper mantle where impedance layering varies substantially over a broad spectrum of scale lengths, but which correlates with surface geology and plate structure down to at least 250 krn (L), and perhaps to depths as great as 350 km (X). The region B structures beneath the oceans and the eratons are simple though different: both have an H discontinuity, but the former is characterized by a G discontinuity, whereas the latter features an L discontinuity. Between these end-members, however, the picture is more involred. Across the northern margin of Australia, in particular, our data substantiate a complex interface structure found in previous refraction surveys. Here region B is marked by three internal discontinuities (H, L, and X), and the Earth above 800 km, taken as a whole, contains at least eight internal interfaces that are sharp enough to reflect long-period ScS waves (though whether a hypothetical drill hole would encounter all eight at any one location is debatable). The lateral variability within these transitional regimes appears to be governed primarily by the thermal and chemical gradients related to continental deep structure and subduction. The role of the high thermal gradients associated with subduction in regulating the high-wavenumber The extreme lateral variability of region B reflectivity structure explains why no consistent view of upper mantle structure has developed from globally averaged data sets. As demonstrated in Figure 14 , the composite stack of all 18 reflectivity profiles is simpler in appearance than any single profile. A small G discontinuity emerges (oceanic paths dominate this composite stack, which has been weighted to approximate the global average of the various GTR1 tectonic provinces) but any evidence for the L or X discontinuities is, at best, marginal. This underlines the pitfall of using spherically averaged models of upper mantle layering to infer average composition and state; the averaging rules needed to interpret such models are not simple and not well enough understood.
ScS reverberation analysis confirms that the upper mantle is indeed a very complicated place, where compositional gradients, anisotropy, phase changes, volatiles, and temperature all play significant roles in determining seismic reflectivity structure. It is hoped that the mapping of this structure by ScS reverberations, begun in this paper, may develop into a kind of "seismic petrology" for unraveling the complex interactions among these upper mantle phenomena.
APPENDIX: COMPENDFOM OF MANTLE REFLECITV1TY PROFILES
The algorithm embodied in equation (3) has been applied to each of the 18 seismic corridors detailed in ML1 (see Table A1 ). Details of the forward modeling techniques and experiments resulting in the p•simonious and preferred profiles of Figures Al-A18 are summarized in the main text (see also RJ89 and components of interface topography are well appreciated, of ML2). Here we briefly outline the filtering and windowing of course (ML2), but the data on the X discontinuity gathered here data and other numerical concerns in the migration analysis.
All data and synthetic seismograms are filtered as prescribed in ML1. We apply a low-pass, Hanning filter with comer frequency of 40 mHz and a 60-mHz maximum passband, followed by damped least squares deconvolution of the instrument response and decimation onto a 3-s sampling interval. To avoid contamination by unmodeled (and frequently energetic) nonreverberative arrivals, only the portion of seismogram following the passage of sScS2 and culminating with the arrival of majorarc SSS2 was analyzed. Waveform inversion of ScS, and sScS• utilized all clearly recorded arrivals in this reverberative interval, and the synthetics generated from the recovered waveform parameters were stripped from the data (see ML1, Figure 13 ). In 
